Tips for Encouraging Young Readers!

- Read 20-30 minutes a day!
  - Read to your younger student
  - Older students read independently
- Let your student choose a book that matches their interest
- Ask your student what they already know about the topic of the book before reading
- Help your student make predictions
- Relate to their own experiences
- Ask your student questions:
  - Who are the main characters and how do they solve their problems?
  - What is the main idea?
  - When does this story take place?
  - What is your favorite part of the book/story and why?
  - What is something new you've learned?

Get Involved with St. Paul Public Library!

Library Go... Your virtual pass for books, music, and homework help at Saint Paul Public Library.

START EXPLORING AT LIBRARYGO.ORG
Barcode: 22091600 + 6 digit student ID
PIN: Your birthday (MMDDYYYY)

Black History Month Reading List!

**Picture Books**
Ms. Johnson has created an interactive Black History Month library! Click below to go to the library full of picture books with links to youtube videos of book readings.

CLICK HERE

**Chapter Books**
- Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds
- Look Both Ways by Jason Reynolds
- The Boy in the Black Suit by Jason Reynolds
- Brown Girl Dreaming by Jacqueline Woodson
- I Have a Dream speech by Martin Luther King Jr.
- The Long Ride by Marina Budhos
- Freedom Crossing by Margaret Goff Clark
- The Skin I'm In by Sharon G. Flake
- Money Hungry by Sharon G. Flake
- Stamped (For Kids) by Jason Reynolds, Ibram X. Kendi, Sonja Cherry-Paul
- Black Boy Joy edited by Kwame Mbalia (stories, comics & poems)
- Narrative of the Life of Fredrick Douglass by Fredrick Douglass
- New Kid by Jerry Craft (graphic novel)
- Amari and the Night Brothers by B. B. Alston
- The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas
- Dear Martin by Nic Stone
- Concrete Rose by Angie Thomas
- On the Come Up by Angie Thomas
- Home of the Brave by Katherine Applegate
- The Lions of Little Rock Kristin Levine
- All American Boys by Jason Reynolds and Brendan Kiely
- Ghost (series) by Jason Reynolds
Free Literacy Apps!

- A+ Spelling
- ABC Alphabet Phonics
- ABC Magic 2
- ABC Magic Phonics
- Achieve 3000
- Alphabet Aquarium
- Amplifier AR
- Common Core Quest
- Epic!
- Fast Forward Language
- Fast Forward Literacy
- Fast Forward Reading
- Feedly
- Lexia Core 5 Reading
- Lexia Power Up
- Moby Max
- News-2-You
- Newsela
- Phonics Genius
- Raz-kids
- Read 180
- Sight Words by Little Speller
- Spelling City
- Spelling Magic
- System 44

Word Search
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